Caroline Baity and another student had been “hitting the gym pretty hard” at the Strom Thurmond Wellness and Fitness Center for a few weeks when they found something to be amiss. Baity, a third-year sport and entertainment management student, began to find clusters of flesh-colored bumps on her inner thigh after using an inner thigh press machine for four or five times a week. This was diagnosed as molluscum contagiosum, a viral skin infection that does not present many medical risks. Her friend, however, was not so lucky. The third-year exercise science student who had been accompanying Baity to the gym and also using the inner thigh press machine noticed a strange-looking bump on her inner thigh. She initially took it to be an ordinary razor bump. The next day, it began to hurt, so she scheduled an appointment at the Thomson Student Health Center. That “razor bump” was actually a bacterial infection that does not present many medical risks. Her friend, however, was not so lucky. The third-year exercise science student who had been accompanying Baity to the gym and also using the inner thigh press machine noticed a strange-looking bump on her inner thigh. She initially took it to be an ordinary razor bump. The next day, it began to hurt, so she scheduled an appointment at the Thomson Student Health Center. That “razor bump” was actually a bacterial infection that does not present many medical risks.

‘Cocks create with cans’

The fifth day of Homecoming brought the Canned Food Drive to the Statehouse. Student volunteers were donated to the Harvest Hope Food Bank in Columbia.膨胀的罐头罐子

MsRA — Methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus — an antibiotic-resistant, potentially life-threatening and highly contagious Staph infection. It often emerges as this student’s ailment — small, red bumps — but quickly progresses into deep, painful sores that must be surgically drained. About one in three people carry MRSA on their skin or in their nose, according to Judy Choma-Komorowski, the assistant medical director of the Thomson Student Health Center’s general medicine clinic. The MRSA often remains dormant until one of these “carriers” transmits it through personal contact or exposing any kind of open sore or wound to a surface. MRSA can live outside the body for weeks to months and can be transmitted from a surface to someone’s body through any kind of break in the skin, including a razor bump, like the infected student had.

By the end of the week, the student was in a corset for surgery. She would have to return to the hospital within the next two weeks whether she got rid of the infection for good, or if she would have to deal with it for the rest of her life.

Kamila Melko, an entertainment management student, found something to be amiss. Fitness Center for a few weeks when she used the inner thigh press machine noticed a strange-looking bump on her inner thigh. She initially took it to be an ordinary razor bump. The next day, it began to hurt, so she scheduled an appointment at the Thomson Student Health Center. That “razor bump” was actually a bacterial infection that does not present many medical risks. Her friend, however, was not so lucky. The third-year exercise science student who had been accompanying Baity to the gym and also using the inner thigh press machine noticed a strange-looking bump on her inner thigh. She initially took it to be an ordinary razor bump. The next day, it began to hurt, so she scheduled an appointment at the Thomson Student Health Center. That “razor bump” was actually a bacterial infection that does not present many medical risks.

Graduate makes historic donation

McCauld gives $10 million, 4 named Faculty Fellows

The College of Arts and Sciences received its largest-ever donation, on Friday, a $10 million gift aimed at keeping rising-star professors on campus and allowing faculty to pursue new ideas.

Peter McCauld, a 1971 history graduate and founder of Argus Inc., a major gas distributor, and his wife, Bonnie, made the donation, which Dean Mark Anne Fitzgerald called “very unique.” Most high-profile donations go to professional programs, not the liberal arts, she said.

The gift will fund three initiatives, Fitzgerald said. That’s important, she said, because otherwise, they might be targeted by other universities.

Keyser, who studies modern American literature, said the designation was a “wonderful affirmation” of her work that the thinks will provide her the inspiration and resources to experiment with how she teaches.

The college will also bring in two visiting professors each year; departments will apply to host one, Fitzgerald said. And departments will compete for grants worth $10,000 to $50,000 from a new “innovation fund.”

Peter McCauld said he valued the ability to see the big picture and deal with multiple disciplines he gained from studying history. While growing Argus to be the largest industrial and medical gas distributor in the U.S., he said those skills were vital.

He had to reconcile chemistry and communications with business and human resources, he said, and he needed to step back from day-to-day work to see where the company was headed.

“The college can be a place where the thinks will provide her the inspiration and resources to experiment with how she teaches.”

“We need to bring in two visiting professors each year; departments will apply to host one, Fitzgerald said. And departments will compete for grants worth $10,000 to $50,000 from a new “innovation fund.”

Peter McCauld said he valued the ability to see the big picture and deal with multiple disciplines he gained from studying history. While growing Argus to be the largest industrial and medical gas distributor in the U.S., he said those skills were vital.

He had to reconcile chemistry and communications with business and human resources, he said, and he needed to step back from day-to-day work to see where the company was headed.

Fin 1 in 3 people carry MRSA, on average

MRSA stands for Methicillin-resistant Staphylococcal aureus. The bacteria can live outside of the body for weeks or months.

Infection in the past 13 years shows up as a MRSA infection on the skin or nose. It often emerges as this student’s ailment — small, red bumps — but quickly progresses into deep, painful sores. The bacteria can live outside of the body for weeks or months.
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Man accused of setting his girlfriend on fire

An Orangeburg man has been accused of setting his girlfriend on fire, the State reported. Terrence Germane Glenn, 33, has been charged with criminal domestic violence of a high and aggravated nature.

According to the deputies’ report, the victim said she was lying in bed when Glenn entered the room, pounced her side and splashed rubbing alcohol on her. Glenn allegedly then sparked a lighter and set the victim’s shirt on fire. The victim ran from the room and removed the burning shirt. She said in the report that Glenn put lotion on her burns after the flames were extinguished.

Glenn told deputies he put rubbing alcohol on a bedroom corner on the victim’s face and accidentally set her on fire. The report said he was playing with a lighter, and the victim accidentally caught on fire.

The victim was taken to the Augusta Burn Center.

— Maxwell Bauman, Copy Desk Chief

IN BRIEF

‘Name-calling’ incident ends with man’s death

A man was killed following an argument that involved “name-calling,” according to WIS. Camara Atiba Jordan, 22, was arrested after shooting 36-year-old Quentin Green in Sumter Wednesday night.

Investigators said Green and Jordan were familiar with each other, and the two got into a fight following a name-calling incident. Witnesses reported that Jordan followed Green into a house. Green and Jordan were found in a bedroom, and Green was shot and died on the scene. Police found Jordan injured from a gunshot wound a few blocks away from the house.

He was treated at a hospital and following his discharge, taken into custody and charged with murder. Jordan is being held at the Sumter-Lee Detention Center.

Authorities believe this to be an isolated incident, and it remains under investigation.

— Maxwell Bauman, Copy Desk Chief

MRSA • Cont. from 1

I could do,” said the student, who wishes to remain anonymous due to the nature of her infection.

Now, her life has been flipped upside down. “I have to basically spray Lysol after everywhere I go. It’s been a complete buzzed driving is drunk driving.

@thegamecock
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Bartholomew

while working out and to be more cautious,”

said. “A lot of people are ignorant as to how something that could affect me for the rest of my life,” the student said. “A lot of people are ignorant as to how quickly it can spread. I thought I had a spider bite, but within two days I had a giant infection.”

But what she and Bailey said they wanted most is for people to be more cautious about working out and follow posted safety reminders.

“I wouldn’t want to discourage people from going to Summ,” it just that you need to be a little more cautious,” Bailey said. “You can really hurt other people and it’s not something you even think about.”

4 arrested after allegedly stealing 20 iPads, iPad minis

These students and one man were arrested after allegedly stealing iPads from Irmo High School, according to the Sumter Police Report. Lesbian of Sumter Police Chief Russell Roark said that a man was killed following an argument that ended with man’s death.

Deputies are still searching for 17-year-old Shaolin Unique Burgess, 17, was arrested and charged with receiving stolen goods. Lamont Antonio Jennings, 18, was arrested and charged with petty larceny. Andrew Josef Hamilton, 18, was arrested and charged with four counts of receiving stolen property. All three have posted bail.

Terrence Germaine Glenn, 33, has been charged with criminal domestic violence of a high and aggravated nature.

An Orangeburg man has been accused of setting his girlfriend on fire, the State reported. Terrence Germane Glenn, 33, has been charged with criminal domestic violence of a high and aggravated nature.

According to the deputies’ report, the victim said she was lying in bed when Glenn entered the room, pounced her side and splashed rubbing alcohol on her. Glenn allegedly then sparked a lighter and set the victim’s shirt on fire. The victim ran from the room and removed the burning shirt. She said in the report that Glenn put lotion on her burns after the flames were extinguished.

Glenn told deputies he put rubbing alcohol on a bedroom corner on the victim’s face and accidentally set her on fire. The report said he was playing with a lighter, and the victim accidentally caught on fire.

The victim was taken to the Augusta Burn Center.

— Maxwell Bauman, Copy Desk Chief

Busted, busting, broke

Get caught, and you could be paying around 100,000 new users, and increased insurance rates.

Buzzed in driving is drunk driving.

Busted, drunk, driving.

buzzeddriver@driving.unc.edu
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You just blew 10,000.
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We are excited to announce that the BI-LO in Cayce is now accepting CarolinaCash!

In addition, the following merchants are also accepting the CarolinaCard:

![BI-LO](image1)
![Domino's](image2)
![HARPER'S](image3)
![Salsantos](image4)
![Tripp's](image5)
![Papa Johns](image6)

Visit carolinacard.sc.edu for participating vendor details.

— Compiled by Natalie Pita

Editor’s note: Sarah Martin contributed reporting to this article.
Two students that frequent Strom conducted MRSA.

One student said, "I've heard that it's hard to clean and that it's very contagious."

The other student responded, "I think it's just a worry about cleanliness. People are always worried about MRSA because it can be so easily transmitted."
The punchline.

Can't-miss comedies a click away

“30 Rock”

30 Rock stars Tina Fey as Liz Lemon, the neurotic and plucky show-runner of the fictional SNL parody, The Girl Show, and Alec Baldwin as her over-the-top executive boss. The relationship between the two is the foundation of the show, consistently funny and surprisingly meaningful, which helps anchor the show among the insanity of its supporting characters. Clever and entertaining, “30 Rock” is a great show for comedy aficionados.

Sample ep: Subway Hero (S2/E12), Leap Day (S4/E9)

“Arrested Development”

Arrested Development, the story of the self-involved Bluth family and their fall from grace, is the "coolest" of cult classics, inspiring devotion in its fans thanks to its irreverence and positive energy coming off a win against Missouri too. People are going to be pumped up.

Once students themselves, the show reminds you that doing the work and determination it took to build themselves into a band and hopes that current USC students with the same dream can be successful.

"I determine, focused, patient and driven. Know your strengths and weaknesses. Don't buck for getting a day job to supplement your income while you build your career as a musician," Crider wrote.

"Develop a local fan base in your hometown and think outside the box, not only in your music, but how to get your stuff out there through all the channels."

Dead 27s to rock out in Columbia

Dead 27s, which will perform at Tin Roof tonight at 7 p.m, will make up the punchline.

dead27s.com

Netflix favorites include

“30 Rock,” “American Dad”

Robert Glass

Netflix is a magical thing, as anyone who has binged-watch five seasons of “Breaking Bad” in a week can attest to. It gives viewers the opportunity to choose the best shows and watch them at their convenience, making it the all-you-can-buffet of the entertainment world. However, so many options can be paralyzing. Here’s a guide to various TV genres so you can get the best show for your tastes, starting with absurdist comedies.

Absurdist Comedies

Often featuring outlandish scenarios and overexaggerated characters, absurdist comedies focus on humor above all else, sacrificing realism for the punchline.

“30 Rock”

30 Rock stars Tina Fey as Liz Lemon, the neurotic and plucky show-runner of the fictional SNL parody, The Girl Show, and Alec Baldwin as her over-the-top executive boss. The relationship between the two is the foundation of the show, consistently funny and surprisingly meaningful, which helps anchor the show among the insanity of its supporting characters. Clever and entertaining, “30 Rock” is a great show for comedy aficionados.

Sample ep: Subway Hero (S2/E12), Leap Day (S4/E9)

“Arrested Development”

Arrested Development, the story of the self-involved Bluth family and their fall from grace, is the “coolest” of cult classics, inspiring devotion in its fans thanks to its irreverence and positive energy coming off a win against Missouri too. People are going to be pumped up.

Once students themselves, the show reminds you that doing the work and determination it took to build themselves into a band and hopes that current USC students with the same dream can be successful.

“Develop a local fan base in your hometown and think outside the box, not only in your music, but how to get your stuff out there through all the channels.”

Check out Dead 27 at Tin Roof tonight at 7 p.m., as well as on their website, dead27s.com.
**FILMS • Continued from 5**

**"Philomena"**  
Release date: Nov. 22  
Directed by: Stephen Frears  
Cast: Steve Coogan, Judi Dench and Michelle Fairley

Oscar winner Judi Dench has already received an Oscar nomination for her performance in a Stephen Frears film, “Mrs. Henderson Presents,” and she could quite possibly walk up another one with their newest collaboration. It is based on the book “The Lost Child of Philomena Lee” by Martin Sixsmith, and it tells a story of a political journalist (Coogan) who researches the story of a woman (Dench) whose son was whisked away from her decades ago and who was forced into a convent.

**“Nebraska”**  
Release date: Nov. 22  
Directed by: Alexander Payne  
Starring: Bruce Dern, Will Forte, June Squibb, Bob Odenkirk and Stacy Keach

Alexander Payne (“About Schmidt,” “Sideways,”) shot his newest dramedy in black and white, and earlier this year it premiered at the Cannes Film Festival, where Bruce Dern won the Best Actor award. When it comes to films, Payne is always good.

**"Mandela: Long Walk to Freedom"**  
Release date: Nov. 27  
Directed by: Mira Nair  
Starring: Idris Elba, Naomie Harris and Tony Kgoroge

Morgan Freeman previously played the South African leader who spent 27 years in prison before becoming the president of the country. The Best Actor Oscar race is already packed, but Idris Elba (“Luther”) could snag a nomination, making Mandela one of the few historical people to be portrayed by two different actors who both receive Oscar nominations for their performances.

**"American Hustle"**  
Release date: Nov. 22  
Directed by: Alexander Payne  
Starring: Bradley Cooper, Jennifer Lawrence, Christian Bale and Amy Adams

“Philomena” was directed by Stephen Frears; “Mandela: Long Walk to Freedom” by Mira Nair; “Nebraska” by Alexander Payne; “American Hustle” by David O. Russell; “Django Unchained” by Quentin Tarantino; and “Her” by Spike Jonze. These films were among many that received 2013 Oscar nominations.
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Oscar winner Judi Dench has already received an Oscar nomination for her performance in a Stephen Frears film, “Mrs. Henderson Presents,” and she could quite possibly walk up another one with their newest collaboration. It is based on the book “The Lost Child of Philomena Lee” by Martin Sixsmith, and it tells a story of a political journalist (Coogan) who researches the story of a woman (Dench) whose son was whisked away from her decades ago and who was forced into a convent.

**“Nebraska”**  
Release date: Nov. 22  
Directed by: Alexander Payne  
Starring: Bruce Dern, Will Forte, June Squibb, Bob Odenkirk and Stacy Keach

Alexander Payne (“About Schmidt,” “Sideways,”) shot his newest dramedy in black and white, and earlier this year it premiered at the Cannes Film Festival, where Bruce Dern won the Best Actor award. When it comes to films, Payne is always good.
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Morg
You're the spotlight, so don't take action just for the sake of it. Use your words, not just your actions, to show others what you're doing doesn't work and isn't your style. And don't forget to support your goals, even those that don't work out, so that you can continue to move forward. Today, you'll find it easier to relate to others and share your thoughts. Your communication skills will lead to new opportunities to grow and develop. Stay close to home and focus on the long run, but don't touch your savings. Invest in something that fits your lifestyle and your budget. Keep a secret. And remember, today's high seas can go farther than you think. Travel and honor those who came before. Review your past and discover hidden values. Make the necessary changes and dig deeper. Continue your studies. There's power in slowing down and honing your goals. Disconnect from distractions that don't support your growth, and focus on your goals. Be patient and stay focused. Friends help you see the big picture, and family encourages you to stay true to yourself. Arguments get you nowhere. Communicate, and don't forget to take time for creativity and self-care. A good night's sleep can make a big difference.

Crossword

Edited by Wayne Robert Williams

Sudoku

By The Megahp Group

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>8</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Sagittarius**: Your confidence and charm will shine today. Take action, and you'll see results. You're in the spotlight, so don't take action just for the sake of it. Use your words, not just your actions, to show others what you're doing doesn't work and isn't your style. And don't forget to support your goals, even those that don't work out, so that you can continue to move forward. Today, you'll find it easier to relate to others and share your thoughts. Your communication skills will lead to new opportunities to grow and develop. Stay close to home and focus on the long run, but don't touch your savings. Invest in something that fits your lifestyle and your budget. Keep a secret. And remember, today's high seas can go farther than you think. Travel and honor those who came before. Review your past and discover hidden values. Make the necessary changes and dig deeper. Continue your studies. There's power in slowing down and honing your goals. Disconnect from distractions that don't support your growth, and focus on your goals. Be patient and stay focused. Friends help you see the big picture, and family encourages you to stay true to yourself. Arguments get you nowhere. Communicate, and don't forget to take time for creativity and self-care. A good night's sleep can make a big difference.

**Aquarius**: Invest in something that will save you money in the long run, but don't touch your savings. Friends help you see the big picture, and family encourages you to stay true to yourself. Arguments get you nowhere. Communicate, and don't forget to take time for creativity and self-care. A good night's sleep can make a big difference.

**Cancer**: Don't overspend on something you can't handle with a bit of outside the box thinking and clear communication. Keep your objectives in mind in the midst of chaos. Help others do the same. New skills look good on you. Use them to forward your career and that of those around you. Together you can go far. Travel, work, and explore adventurous and fun. Watch out for irregularities and exceptions. Double-check your work. Today, you find it easier to relate to others and share your thoughts. Your communication skills will lead to new opportunities to grow and develop. Stay close to home and focus on the long run, but don't touch your savings. Invest in something that fits your lifestyle and your budget. Keep a secret. And remember, today's high seas can go farther than you think. Travel and honor those who came before. Review your past and discover hidden values. Make the necessary changes and dig deeper. Continue your studies. There's power in slowing down and honing your goals. Disconnect from distractions that don't support your growth, and focus on your goals. Be patient and stay focused. Friends help you see the big picture, and family encourages you to stay true to yourself. Arguments get you nowhere. Communicate, and don't forget to take time for creativity and self-care. A good night's sleep can make a big difference.

**Leo**: You're in the spotlight, so don't take action just for the sake of it. Use your words, not just your actions, to show others what you're doing doesn't work and isn't your style. And don't forget to support your goals, even those that don't work out, so that you can continue to move forward. Today, you'll find it easier to relate to others and share your thoughts. Your communication skills will lead to new opportunities to grow and develop. Stay close to home and focus on the long run, but don't touch your savings. Invest in something that fits your lifestyle and your budget. Keep a secret. And remember, today's high seas can go farther than you think. Travel and honor those who came before. Review your past and discover hidden values. Make the necessary changes and dig deeper. Continue your studies. There's power in slowing down and honing your goals. Disconnect from distractions that don't support your growth, and focus on your goals. Be patient and stay focused. Friends help you see the big picture, and family encourages you to stay true to yourself. Arguments get you nowhere. Communicate, and don't forget to take time for creativity and self-care. A good night's sleep can make a big difference.

**Virgo**: You're in the spotlight, so don't take action just for the sake of it. Use your words, not just your actions, to show others what you're doing doesn't work and isn't your style. And don't forget to support your goals, even those that don't work out, so that you can continue to move forward. Today, you'll find it easier to relate to others and share your thoughts. Your communication skills will lead to new opportunities to grow and develop. Stay close to home and focus on the long run, but don't touch your savings. Invest in something that fits your lifestyle and your budget. Keep a secret. And remember, today's high seas can go farther than you think. Travel and honor those who came before. Review your past and discover hidden values. Make the necessary changes and dig deeper. Continue your studies. There's power in slowing down and honing your goals. Disconnect from distractions that don't support your growth, and focus on your goals. Be patient and stay focused. Friends help you see the big picture, and family encourages you to stay true to yourself. Arguments get you nowhere. Communicate, and don't forget to take time for creativity and self-care. A good night's sleep can make a big difference.

**Taurus**: More confidence increases work, which could give you more time for creativity and self-care. A good night's sleep can make a big difference. Today, you find it easier to relate to others and share your thoughts. Your communication skills will lead to new opportunities to grow and develop. Stay close to home and focus on the long run, but don't touch your savings. Invest in something that fits your lifestyle and your budget. Keep a secret. And remember, today's high seas can go farther than you think. Travel and honor those who came before. Review your past and discover hidden values. Make the necessary changes and dig deeper. Continue your studies. There's power in slowing down and honing your goals. Disconnect from distractions that don't support your growth, and focus on your goals. Be patient and stay focused. Friends help you see the big picture, and family encourages you to stay true to yourself. Arguments get you nowhere. Communicate, and don't forget to take time for creativity and self-care. A good night's sleep can make a big difference.

**Scorpio**: More confidence increases work, which could give you more time for creativity and self-care. A good night's sleep can make a big difference. Today, you find it easier to relate to others and share your thoughts. Your communication skills will lead to new opportunities to grow and develop. Stay close to home and focus on the long run, but don't touch your savings. Invest in something that fits your lifestyle and your budget. Keep a secret. And remember, today's high seas can go farther than you think. Travel and honor those who came before. Review your past and discover hidden values. Make the necessary changes and dig deeper. Continue your studies. There's power in slowing down and honing your goals. Disconnect from distractions that don't support your growth, and focus on your goals. Be patient and stay focused. Friends help you see the big picture, and family encourages you to stay true to yourself. Arguments get you nowhere. Communicate, and don't forget to take time for creativity and self-care. A good night's sleep can make a big difference.

**Pisces**: Your confidence and charm will shine today. Take action, and you'll see results. You're in the spotlight, so don't take action just for the sake of it. Use your words, not just your actions, to show others what you're doing doesn't work and isn't your style. And don't forget to support your goals, even those that don't work out, so that you can continue to move forward. Today, you'll find it easier to relate to others and share your thoughts. Your communication skills will lead to new opportunities to grow and develop. Stay close to home and focus on the long run, but don't touch your savings. Invest in something that fits your lifestyle and your budget. Keep a secret. And remember, today's high seas can go farther than you think. Travel and honor those who came before. Review your past and discover hidden values. Make the necessary changes and dig deeper. Continue your studies. There's power in slowing down and honing your goals. Disconnect from distractions that don't support your growth, and focus on your goals. Be patient and stay focused. Friends help you see the big picture, and family encourages you to stay true to yourself. Arguments get you nowhere. Communicate, and don't forget to take time for creativity and self-care. A good night's sleep can make a big difference.

**Capricorn**: New skills look good on you. Use them to forward your career and that of those around you. Together you can go far. Travel, work, and explore adventurous and fun. Watch out for irregularities and exceptions. Double-check your work. Today, you find it easier to relate to others and share your thoughts. Your communication skills will lead to new opportunities to grow and develop. Stay close to home and focus on the long run, but don't touch your savings. Invest in something that fits your lifestyle and your budget. Keep a secret. And remember, today's high seas can go farther than you think. Travel and honor those who came before. Review your past and discover hidden values. Make the necessary changes and dig deeper. Continue your studies. There's power in slowing down and honing your goals. Disconnect from distractions that don't support your growth, and focus on your goals. Be patient and stay focused. Friends help you see the big picture, and family encourages you to stay true to yourself. Arguments get you nowhere. Communicate, and don't forget to take time for creativity and self-care. A good night's sleep can make a big difference.

**Aries**: Frustration is only part of the equation. The more you do, the more you discover what needs to be done. But don't push yourself too hard, either. Use turn signals. Avoid the pitfalls of the peggy peg to proceed. Arguments get you nowhere. Clean up your chores and make some money turning your trash into somebody else's treasure. It works like magic. You thrive in private more than in public right now. Gemini You may run into some opposition right now, but it's nothing you can't handle with a bit of outside the box thinking and clear communication. Keep your objectives in mind in the midst of chaos. Help others do the same.
We hail thee, Carolina, and sing thy high praise
With loyal devotion, remembering the days
When proudly we sought thee, thy children to be:
Here’s a health, Carolina, forever to thee!
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When senior quarterback Connor Shaw entered the game in the third quarter last weekend, more than just that single game turned around.

After toppling then-fifth-ranked Missouri, South Carolina's season is back on track and the Gamecocks (6-2, 4-2 SEC) are squarely in the hunt for the SEC Eastern Division crown.

"It just worked out," coach Steve Spurrier said. "You don't know how to explain how it worked out. But it did for us."

After falling to an unranked Tennessee team earlier in the month, South Carolina's SEC Championship hopes seemed dashed, but with several convenient losses from Georgia and last Saturday's triumph over the Tigers, the division is wide open.

Throughout this week of practice, the win over Missouri has had an uplifting effect on the football program, giving coaches and players alike a renewed sense of purpose.

"After that game, I've never felt like that before," junior defensive tackle Kelcy Quarles said. "I've been playing football all my life and I've never felt the happiness (I felt) and you just feel like you're out there with a bunch of brothers. I mean, it was just something you just can't explain."

Quarles' defensive teammate, redshirt freshman T.J. Holloman, added that the upset win gave the Gamecocks the confidence they need to win the rest of their games and put themselves in a position to win the division.

"It definitely brought us together," Holloman said. "It just gave us a boost of energy really and showed how we can do anything if we put our minds to it."

South Carolina's most likely path to the SEC Championship game would be to win its two remaining conference games and hope for some help in the form of Georgia and Missouri each collecting one more loss. There are several other possible scenarios in which the Gamecocks could punch a ticket to Atlanta, Ga., but that's when things get messy.

As if Saturday's game against Mississippi State didn't come with enough incentive to win, a victory over the Bulldogs would tie the school record for consecutive home wins.

"We talked about the record briefly, but not too much. We realize we've got a chance to tie the all-time streak of 15," Spurrier said. "But again, talking about it is not going to help us beat them."

If South Carolina does tie the mark, it will be all the more impressive considering the record was set before the program joined college football's most powerful conference, the SEC.

Saturday's clash with the Bulldogs will be the first time the Gamecocks have played at Williams-Brice Stadium since Oct. 5 after going 2-1 on their three-game road trip. And the fact that all of South Carolina's remaining games are in Columbia could play a major role in deciding the SEC East.

"(Playing at home) is what most of us, all of us, came to South Carolina for," Quarles said. "There's nothing like it and, like I said, I can't wait till kickoff."

Within the Gamecocks' historic run at home, the team has managed to make single-season history as well. Last season, South Carolina won seven games at home for the first time in school history, a mark this year's team could match by winning its last four games of the season.

Much like last weekend's miraculous win at Missouri, South Carolina has managed to bring its season as a whole back from the brink of disaster. And Spurrier is continuing to preach focus as his young team looks to accomplish several monumental goals this season.

"Being 6-2 is not bad. It's not bad at all," Spurrier said. "And the opportunity to come home now and see if we can make this a special season remains to be seen. But that's the position we're in, and hopefully we'll do our best to take advantage of it."
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Offensive line takes advantage of the extra attention on Jadeveon Clowney’s side.

“Just got a boost and work hard,” Quarles said. “I listen to people and what they have to say and what I can get better on. I worked hard in the offseason to improve my pass rush.”

After such an emotional win, there is a tendency to have a kind of hangover the next week. The Gamecocks have already had a similar letdown this season. After slamming Arkansas 52-7, South Carolina promptly lost at Tennessee the very next week on a last-second field goal.

After that game, Spurrier said the dominating win against the Razorbacks may have gone to the players’ heads.

However, linebacker T.J. Holloman said the coaching staff has tried to ease the team forward:

“With our coaches, we don’t give our players an opportunity to have a hangover,” Holloman said. “They come in and say, ‘Put that game behind us, Mississippi State is the most important task at hand this week.’ So we’re not really thinking about the Missouri game anymore. Now it’s all focus on Mississippi State.”

Despite the big win, secondary coach Grady Brown was obviously disappointed on the long touchdown pass his unit gave up.

“That’s one of the things that we have to get corrected in these last four games,” Brown said. “You just can’t give up long touchdowns. But if you take that away, which you can’t, we actually did a pretty decent job against a really good group of receivers. But that one play really stands out as me as a coach, and it’s disappointing.”

While the Gamecock defense did a good job against the mobility of Missouri quarterback Maty Mauk, they didn’t struggle against Kentucky quarterback Jalen Whitlow, who had 18 rushing yards and a touchdown against South Carolina.

South Carolina is going to need to run the football better than it did against Missouri in order to keep the secondary at bay on Saturday.

Sophomore tailback Mike Davis, who had been working short of moments running the football this season, finally had an off day with two key fumbles against Mississippi in Tiger territory. He ended the night with 19 carries for only 15 yards. However, the sophomore did contribute in the passing game, finishing with 10 catches for 99 yards.

Running back coach Everette Sands said ball security was a point of emphasis in practice this week. Sands acknowledged that Davis was just upset about the fumbles as his coach was and he has been working hard to get the problem fixed.

“His dad told him to know that one hand or what.”

Senior ball security referee Jermaine White is the play-maker in the secondary, leading the Bulldogs this season with three interceptions.

In his weekly press conference Tuesday, Spurrier said the team always tries to run the quarterback and going to get great players every week. They’re going to be more aggressive than Missouri’s was.

While the Gamecock defense did a good job against the mobility of Missouri quarterback Maty Mauk, they didn’t struggle against Kentucky quarterback Jalen Whitlow, who had 18 rushing yards and a touchdown against South Carolina.
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Davis and Shaw have been getting most of the press on offense, but the Gamecocks also possess two of the top receivers on the SEC in receiving yards with Byrd and junior Bruce Ellington. Ellington has 468 yards with five touchdowns while Byrd has 460 yards and three touchdowns. The two players have helped balance the South Carolina offense and have become the most reliable targets for Shaw. The senior has maintained impressive stats, throwing for 13 touchdowns with just one interception, all while earning a reputation as one of the toughest quarterbacks in the nation.

“At the end of the day, it’s not surprising,” Mangus said. “He does what he has to do and he’ll be ready to go this week.”

Jeffrey Davis / DAILY GAMECOCK

Damiere Byrd is one of the many players on the team who consider Shaw a leader.
**How to Live United:**
Join hands. Open your heart. Lend your muscle. Find your voice. Give 10%. Give 100%. Give 110%. Give an hour. Give a Saturday. Think of we before me. Reach out a hand to one and influence the condition of all.

**Give. Advocate. Volunteer. Live United.**

Want to make a difference? Help create opportunities for everyone in your community. United Way is creating real, lasting change where you live, by focusing on the building blocks of a better life—education, income and health. That’s what it means to Live United. For more, visit LIVEUNITED.ORG.

---

**SAT Prep Course**

Class held on USC-Columbia Campus
November 3-24 (Sundays)
1:00 pm-5:00 pm

Includes SAT textbook, workbook and 16 hours of expert instruction. Course designed to prepare students for December SAT Test.

Upcoming 2014 course schedule available at our website by Thanksgiving break!

Classes for 2014 start in January and February.

---

United Way

United Way

United Way

---

**Miami @ Florida State**

**Florida State**

**Tennessee @ Missouri**

**Missouri**

**Auburn @ Arkansas**

**Arkansas**

**Oklahoma State @ Texas Tech**

**Texas Tech**

**Michigan @ Michigan State**

**Michigan State**

**Wisconsin @ Iowa**

**Wisconsin**

**Georgia vs. Florida**

**Florida**

**Pittsburgh @ Georgia Tech**

**Georgia Tech**

**West Virginia @ TCU**

**TCU**

**Mississippi State @ South Carolina**

**USC 35 | MSU 13**

**USC 35 | MSU 17**

**USC 31 | MSU 20**

**USC 24 | MSU 21**

**USC 42 | MSU 24**
Georgia Florida look to salvage season

Arkansas faces No. 11 Auburn in important SEC West battle

Tennessee (No. 9 Missouri Sat. 7 p.m. EST)
Missouri has turned the page from last week’s disappointing loss to Kentucky with a win over Rice to its remaining four Southeastern Conference rivals. Barring a strong showing Saturday, Missouri holds a one-game lead in the SEC-East over South Carolina, and will need to quickly to put the notion aside this week.

If this SEC rivalry contest needed anything more to fuel the fire, Saturday’s No. 11 Auburn @ Arkansas Sat. 6 p.m.

Arkansas will have the difficult task of stopping the most fi red-up football player in America with the drive to Auburn and gave up 28 points in the fourth quarter to LSU. Another factor in the matchup looks to be how to fi nish games. The Bulldogs have already going to feature two teams with much to for another disappointing week.

Tennessee @ No. 9 Missouri Sat. 7 p.m.

No. 11 Auburn @ Arkansas Sat. 6 p.m.

If this SEC rivalry contest needed anything more to fuel the fire, Saturday’s No. 11 Auburn @ Arkansas Sat. 6 p.m.

Questionable Dak Prescott has really stepped up for the Bulldogs this season. Is he doing better than expected or is this where the coaching staff thought he would be halfway through the season? As for senior tight end John FitzPatrick, has he handled a redshirt sophomore's pressure? Are you competing in the SEC to where he's feeling comfortable?

Jacksonville, Fla. this Saturday to match up with the Florida Gators. Both teams are banged up and dealing with multiple injuries in several key positions. The question this week will be, will Manziel and Prescott be able to win? With rumors circulating about Georgia's Jadeveon Clowney returning to action, Georgia seems to have the upper-hand heading into Saturday’s matchup. Clowney is a physical back who looks to punish defenders. If his ankle permits him to play, it could put a lot of pressure on the SEC's top quarterback, not the backup.

Jameson Lewis and his junior running back Tre Mason have a key to compete in the SEC.

If you're a player here, why would you not be expected to give everything you have? As far as Russell's decision to play, Manziel quickly put an end to that talk, saying, "It's his decision to play, it's his decision to not play." The Bulldogs have always been known for their game planning, so they probably won't give away too many clues of what they will do this week. It's all in the game plan."

One of the most surprising stories of the SEC season thus far is the Bulldogs defense. Both squads are coincidentally giving up almost the same amount of points in the second half this season, 29.5 points. The Bulldogs defense comes into this game giving them a better balance to create the big play when needed, but it's all in the game plan."

High School (Mississippi) when he went on to lose four of its last five games. There is still optimism for the Tigers in the conference title, if it may take a few losses for them to get there. The Bulldogs offense is one of the best in the SEC, and one that can play and ruin another conference title this year.
There’s a squeezing sensation in your chest; nausea and a cold sweat soon follow. Is it a heart attack or last night’s dinner? Should you call 911? One day, you may not need to.

USC electrical engineer Guoan Wang envisions a time when health care professionals will monitor your symptoms and take appropriate action. He is developing new components for bio-implants, nano-devices that wirelessly monitor and transmit vital signs and also recharge themselves. For the chronically ill, the elderly, newborns or other high-risk patients, Guoan’s research could save lives, and it could reduce health care costs for all of us.